
!!!
Video Script Formatting!!
In preparation for your ASU Online Studio visit this information will help you get set up 
for your video presentation whether you are using a script, slides, or both.!!!
1) Script Only !
Using a script is a great way to ensure that you 
include all of the talking points while creating 
your video, avoiding any accidental omissions 
that require re-shooting videos.  We have a 
teleprompter available in the studio where you 
can read your script and get a very professional 
looking video.  Using a script is highly 
recommended for all video presentations. !!
Recommendations for using a script in the studio: 
- Type out your script in any text based editor in the exact form that you want to deliver  !
  the material in the video.!
- Read through your script out loud to listen for errors or areas that might need 

restructuring to improve the delivery. !
- Finally submit your script to the studio technician at least 48 hours prior to your studio 

appointment in a TXT or DOC format. !!
FILES TO SUBMIT:!!!!!!!
Sample Script!!!!!!!!!!!



2) Script with Slides!
Slides are always a great addition to a presentation as they can provide key ideas or 
summary points for a presentation or even graphics and images that lend to the content. !!
Recommendations for using a script with slides in the studio:!
- Use the same process above to create your script.!
- Use the word [ADVANCE] to indicate when you want to change to the next slide (or 

animation) in the script. See the example script below:!
-  Design your slides in the ASU Online slide template (Link is available in the additional 

resources section)!!!
FILES TO SUBMIT: !!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!



!
FINAL VIDEO RESULT!
Above you can see the end result where the slides are incorporated into the video and 
the instructor is able to read the script from a teleprompter with the notices of where to 
advance the slide. Overall, this process will allow for a quicker production of your 
videos.!!!!
Additional Resources:!!
SLIDE TEMPLATE - ASU Online has designed a template presentation for you to use 
when creating your presentations.  The template is based on graphic design principles 
for easy readability in videos and then also inline with the ASU Online brand style guide. !
Download the slide template here: http://onlinestudio.asu.edu/media-samples/templates!!
GRAPHIC DESIGN -  Did you know that ASU Online has a graphic designer that can 
help you with creating professional looking presentations that are in line with the ASU 
Online style guidelines? Be sure to check in with your instructional designer as soon as 
possible but no later than 2 weeks prior to your appointment. !!
COPYRIGHT - Copyright and using images in presentations is complex so you can 
always check this online resource for instructors to guide your choices and also see 
some great resources for finding “copyright free” images for your presentations. !
http://onlinestudio.asu.edu/teach-act/resources-for-instructors


